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Introduction

About us

Spaces to us are the dynamics of life. Their 
tendency to progress, evolve and adapt to 
our needs and lifestyles is significant. For 
some, the space they exist in, is their fin-
gerprint in this world and in history, and for 
others it is the comfort zone in which peace 
resides. 

Spaces to us are the dynamics of life. Their 
tendency to progress, evolve and adapt 
to our needs and lifestyles is significant. 
For some, the space they exist in, is their 
fingerprint in this world and in history, and 
for others it is the comfort zone in which 
peace resides. 
The ways of which we receive and 
interact with our immediate surroundings 
are limitless. Together, we co-exist within 
the natural and built settings and form 
integral elements of each others’ 
life-cycles. 
Form and Function are the driving forces of 
designing any space. We, at My Spaces 
        Designs Studio, plan and design each ele-
ment to live and synchronize through the 
harmony of lines, colors, fixtures and fit-
tings, 
creating dynamic atmospheres with dis-
tinct personalities. 
Our design culture and philosophy are 
aimed towards helping our Clients live, 
function and reflect their individual 
characters. 
Whether it is a piece of furniture, a state-
ment wall or a complex of buildings, we are 
proud to hear you call them “My Spaces”.



Vision

Mission

Spaces to us are the dynamics of life. Their 
tendency to progress, evolve and adapt to 
our needs and lifestyles is significant. For 
some, the space they exist in, is their fin-
gerprint in this world and in history, and for 
others it is the comfort zone in which peace 
resides. 

Spaces to us are the dynamics of life. Their tendency 
to progress, evolve and adapt to our needs and 
lifestyles is significant. For some, the space they exist 
in, is their The ways of which we receive and interact 
with our immediate surroundings are limitless. 
Together, we coexist within the natural and built 
settings and form integral elements of each others’ 
life-cycles. My Spaces Designs Studio is committed to 
provide the most innovative yet efficient design for our 
Clients visions and needs within their respective 
natural and built environments. We believe that 
planning and designing in such harmony and 
integration will lead to the Projects’ success and 
ultimately our success.
 in this world and in history, and for others it is the 
comfort zone in which peace resides. 



Services

Strength and capabilities

Form and Function are the deriving forces of 
designing any space. We, at My Spaces 
Designs Studio, plan and design each element 
to live and synchronize through the harmony 
of lines, colors, fixtures and fittings, creating 
dynamic atmospheres with distinct 
personalities. Our range of services includes; 
Architecture, Interior Design Consultancy, 
Landscape Design Consultancy, Drafting, 3D 
Modelling and Design and Project 
Management and Coordination. We have 
experienced working with a number of 
different projects, from planning and design 
to site supervision on retail, commercial, 
restaurants and residential units.

Our design culture and philosophy are aimed 
towards helping our Clients live, function and 
reflect their individual characters. Whether 
it is a piece of furniture, a statement wall or 
a complex of buildings, we have grown our 
capabilities across our wide range of services. 
We believe that our forte has helped us prog-
ress in this direction and looking forward to 
expand in limitless ways in the future.



Our clients

Projects



F&BF&B



Jimmy’s Killer Prawns
Atrium mall, Saar

Jimmy’s Killer Prawns
Seef mall, Muharaq



Jimmy’s Killer Prawns
Abu Dhabi

Sushi ya 
District 1, Janbiyah



Sugar pie 
Al Budaiya 

Bazar cafe
Mini bazar, Bani Jamrah



Higher Grounds cafe 
Tubli

Retail shopsRetail shops



Mini Bazar
Bani Jamrah

Bloomings flower & chocolate
Zinj



Think it stich it
Saar mall, Saar

Maison Mariessa Booth
Events booth



Bespoke nails and hair
Disrtrict 1, Janabiyah

Beauty & fitnessBeauty & fitness



Shine beauty lounge 
Saar

W Gym 
Aali



W Gym
Aali

W Gym 
Aali



W Gym
Aali

OfficesOffices



Gulf researcher
Seef

Gulf researcher
Seef



Laith media
Isa town

Laith media
Isa town



ResidentialResidential
Ali Al Marzooq studio
Seef



Contemporary dining room
Riffa

Contemporary master bedroom
Riffa



Industrial entertainment room
Riffa

Modern industrial living room
Riffa



Modern Luxury villa interior
Sanad

Modern luxury living room
Sanad



Interior villa upon entrance 
Saar

Modern family space 
Saar



ArchitectureArchitecture
Contemporary country style villa
Al Sehla 



Country style villa
Sanad

Classic villa
Saar



Modern villa
Saar

Modern english villa
Samahij



Our address
Petro Dar Building 739
Office 53, Road 831
Block 408 
Sanabis, Bahrain 

Office: 7741 6666
Fax: 1791 6664
www.myspacesdesigns.com 
info@myspacesdesigns.com 


